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ABSTRACT
We examine the problem of quality awareness when querying
graph databases. According to quality annotations that denote
quality problems appearing in data subgraphs (the annotations
typically result from collaborative practices in the context of open
data usage like e.g. users’ feedbacks), we propose a notion of
quality aware (graph pattern) query based on (usage-dependent)
quality profiles. In this paper, we present the formal foundations
of the approach. We also show how to simply extend a generic
state-of-the-art algorithm for graph pattern queries evaluation in
order to implement quality awareness at evaluation time and we
study its complexity. We then expose implementation guidelines,
supported by a proof-of-concept prototype based on the Neo4J
graph database management system.
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•Information systems → Query languages for non-relational
engines; Evaluation of retrieval results; Graph-based database
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Based on quality annotations that denote quality problems appearing in data subgraphs (the annotations may result either from an
automatic evaluation of data quality, for instance by computing
quality metrics defined in literature [17, 27], or from a human tagging process that is a typical collaborative practice in the context
of open data usages [26, 5]) and a quality vocabulary, we propose a
notion of quality aware query based on (usage-dependent) quality
profiles defined according to the quality vocabulary.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, we first present
the considered data model, an extension of the attributed graph
data model that makes is possible to model data, quality problems,
a quality vocabulary and user quality profiles in the attributed
graph formalism. We then propose in Section 2 a quality aware
extension of the graph pattern query notion. In Section 3, we show
how to extend a generic state-of-the-art algorithm for introducing
quality awareness computation at query evaluation time, and we
exhibit the cost of this extension. In Section 4, we briefly expose
implementation guidelines supported by a proof-of-concept prototype that introduces quality awareness in the Neo4J Cypher query
language. Related work is discussed in Section 5. At last, we recall
the contributions and outline some perspectives in Section 6.

Graph Databases, Graph pattern query, Data Quality
Much work has been done about data quality management in relational databases (see eg. [11] and [10]). However, even though
relational databases are still widely used, the need to handle complex data has led to the emergence of other types of data models.
In the last few years, graph databases have started to attract a lot
of attention in the database world (see e.g. [7], [16], [14], [25] and
[6]). Their basic purpose is to manage networks of entities, the
underlying data model of many open data applications like e.g.
social networks, biological or bibliographic databases. This context
raises new challenges in terms of data quality management.
Literature proposed a wide range of metrics that make it possible
to measure data quality for existing data models including graphbased ones (see eg. [11] and [27]). These metrics are used to detect
quality problems in data and to measure the quality level of data.
But, assuming that data quality is known, a question still raises,
that is to say “How to take quality information into account at
query time?” This is the problem we tackle here.
We propose an extension of the graph database querying process that allows introducing quality awareness when querying data.
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DATA MODEL

In a graph database management system, the schema is modeled
as a graph (nodes are entities and edges are relations between
entities), and data is handled through graph-oriented operations
and type constructors [7]. Salient systems are AllegroGraph [1],
InfiniteGraph [2], Neo4j [3] and Sparksee [4]. There are different models for graph databases [7], including the attributed graph
(aka. property graph) where nodes and edges may embed data in
attributes. This is the data model that we consider in this work.
In the following, we assume the existence of pairwise disjoint
sets: sets of nodes V (nodes in data) and VQ (nodes in the quality
vocabulary), a set E of labels and a set A of attribute names (the
domain an attribute a ∈ A is denoted by Dom(a)).
Data Graph. We first consider the notion of data graph. A data
graph G is a tuple (V , R), where
• V ⊆ V is a finite set of nodes and
• R = {r e | e ∈ E and r e ⊆ V × V } is a set of labeled edges
between nodes.
An attributed graph makes it possible to embed attributes (keyvalues pairs) in nodes and edges. It is modelled as a quadruple
(V , R, ζV , ζ R ) where
• (V , R) is a data graph,
• ζV = {ζVa | a ∈ A and ζVa : V → Dom(a)} assigns attribute values to nodes and
1

Figure 1: Data graph G (black) and association (red) of quality annotations (green)
• ζ R = {ζra | a ∈ A and r ∈ R and ζra : Dom(r ) → Dom(a)}
assigns attribute values to edges.
Example 1.1. The left black part of Figure 1 is an example of data
graph that models data of a social network information system
dedicated to literature. It contains nodes denoting users, works
of art and artists (authors and actors), and connections between
nodes that we expect as being explicit enough for not to detail
them. Attributes are written in italics. 
We now consider how to attach quality annotations to such data,
and how to define user quality profiles.
Quality annotations. The W3C proposes a quality vocabulary [13]
that allows attaching quality measures and annotations to RDF data
graphs. We consider an excerpt of this vocabulary by focusing on
the hasQualityAnnotation relationship that makes it possible to
attach quality annotations to data. Each annotation belongs to a
quality dimensions [11] aiming to categorize quality measures of
interest. Classical quality dimensions are completeness (the degree
to which needed information is present in data), accuracy (the degree to which data are correct), consistency (the degree to which

data respect integrity constraints and business rules) and freshness
(the degree to which data are up-to-date).
We adapt this vocabulary to the attributed graph model and
slightly generalize it. First, we extend it in order to consider a more
general multi-level taxonomy. Second, as a quality annotation may
reflect different level of seriousness of a problem, we also allow to
attach a degree of seriousness to a hasQualityAnnotation relation.
The quality vocabulary forms a taxonomy of terms.
Quality Vocabulary. A quality vocabulary Voc is denoted by a
tree (V , r ), where V ⊆ VQ and r ⊆ V × V classifies elements of V .
The leaves of Voc, referred to as Problems(Voc), are annotations
that may be attached to data. An annotation denotes a quality
problem. r forms a taxonomy of terms over V . Internal nodes of
Voc allow classifying the annotations.
We introduce the following shortcut notation: given a data graph
G, if p is a quality problem then AnnotatedBy(p) ⊆ P (G) denotes
the subgraphs of G to which p is attached.
Example 1.2. (Continued) The figure 2 is an example of quality
vocabulary with four classification levels (including the Top one).
2

Figure 2: Quality taxonomy (green) and quality profile (orange)
In Figure 1, some values of the quality association (hasQualityAssociation relationship) are given (dashed lines); some quality
annotations defined in the quality vocabulary of Figure 2 are attached to data subgraphs. 

Definition 1.3 (Syntax of a Quality Profile). A (quality) profile over
a vocabulary Voc = (V , r ) is defined by a total function w : r → IR
that specify, for each e = (v 1 , v 2 ) of r , the level of importance of
v 2 (possibly relatively to its siblings), for its parent element v 1 .

We do not consider the problem of the quality problems assignment, which may be an automatic (e.g. like proposed in [17] where
quality template queries allow to detect quality problems, or by
computing metrics of literature [27]), or a human collaborative
process (e.g. like proposed in [26, 5]).

Example 1.4. (Continued) Weights joined to the vocabulary in
Figure 2 constitute an example of profile, denoted by profileId1 in
the following. 

Quality profiles. Data quality is defined according to fitness for
use of data, meaning that it depends on the data usage. A user may
be concerned by some quality problems for a specific usage, by
some other problems for another one, and they can be completely
different than those considered by another user. Then there is a
clear need of personalized data access. Methods based on personalization consist in defining users’ profiles and then using them in
order to generate preferences incorporated in user queries [23].
According to a usage of data, we define a quality profile by
attaching weights to edges of the quality vocabulary. A weight
defines the degree of interest of a quality element (node of the
vocabulary) for the usage. It is a vectorial profile based on the
vocabulary. Several quality profiles (for different usages of data)
should be defined.

Given this data model, our goal is then to extend basic graph pattern queries with a computation of quality scores for the answers,
according to a given quality profile.

2

QUALITY AWARE QUERYING

A graph pattern query is classically defined as a graph where variables and conditions can occur. Let Vnodes and Vl ab be distinct
sets of node and edge variables respectively. A graph pattern query
is a tuple of the form
(V 0, R 0, σn , σe )
where
• V 0 ⊆ V ∪ Vnodes denotes the nodes of the graph pattern
(where variables can occur);
• R 0 = {r e | e ∈ E ∪ Vl ab and r e ⊆ V 0 × V 0 } denotes the set
of edges of the graph pattern (where variables can occur);
3

• σnodes (resp. σl ab ) denotes Boolean conditions over attribute values of the elements of V 0 (resp. R 0 ), for instance
n.nat = 0 en 0 ∧ n.born > 1880, where n is an author node.
Example 2.1. (Continued) The figure 3 is a graph pattern query,
denoted by PClovis , that aims to retrieve works of art of authors
inspired by authors of works that Clovis likes. 

c:Member

We now turn to the extension of this concept in order to introduce quality awareness according to the considered data model
(Section 1). We first present the syntax of a quality aware graph
pattern query, and then its semantics.
In terms of syntax, the notion of quality aware query is an
extension of the graph pattern query. Given a quality profile, it
consists in defining elements of interest over the quality profile.
This syntax is formally defined by the definitions 2.3.
Definition 2.3 (Quality Aware Query Syntax). Given a vocabulary
Voc = (V , r ), a quality aware (graph pattern) query is a tuple

w2:Work

where m.name=Clovis
author

likes
w1:Work

(P, prof, qtInterest)
where
• P is a graph pattern;
• prof is a quality profile defined over Voc and
• qtInterest is a subset of V .

a2:Artist
inspired by

author

a1:Artist

Figure 3: PClovis

Example 2.4. (Continued) An example of quality aware query
is

The answer [[P]] G of a pattern query P over a graph G is the set
of subgraphs {д ∈ P (G) | д ”matches” P}. A subgraph д ”matches”
P iff there exists a homomorphism h from nodes and labels of P
to д and each node h(n) (resp. label h(e)) satisfies its associated
conditions σnodes (n) (resp. σl ab (e)).
The Hound of the
Baskervilles

Clovis

Clovis

author

likes
The Black Cats

likes

Sir A. C. Doyle

author

The Black Cats

inspired by

author

The Canterville
Ghost

O. Wilde
inspired by

author

E. A. Poe

E. A. Poe

(д1 )

(д2 )
Clovis

The Picture of
Dorian Gray (b)

likes

author

The Black Cats

O. Wilde
inspired by

author

E. A. Poe

(д3 )
Figure 4: Answers of PClovis over G

Example 2.2. (Continued) The figure 4 presents the answer of
PClovis (Figure 3) over the graph G (Figure 1), which correspond
to the three mappings
• m 1 = {c → Clovis, a1 → E. A. Poe, w1 → The Black Cats,
a2 → Sir A. C.Doyle, w2 → The Hound of the
Baskervilles},
• m 2 = {c → Clovis, a1 → E. A. Poe, w1 → The Black Cats,
a2 → O. Wilde, w2 → The Canterville Ghost} and
• m 3 = {c → Clovis, a1 → E. A. Poe, w1 → The Black Cats,
a2 → O. Wilde, w2 → The Picture of Dorian Gray (b)}. 

Qqt = (PClovis , profileId1, {Completeness, Accuracy})
that aims to retrieve answers of PClovis with their alert score over
the quality dimensions Completeness and Accuracy according to
the profile profileId1. 
In terms of semantics, intuitively, given a graph database, a quality vocabulary Voc and quality associations (hasQualityAnnotation
relationship), the evaluation of a quality aware query (P, prof,
qtInterest) returns the set of answers of the pattern query P, and,
with each of the answers, an associated quality alert score calculated according to (i) the profile prof , (ii) the quality annotations
attached to data, and (iii) restricted to qtInterest. The semantics are
formally defined by the definitions 2.5.
Remark: For the score calculation, we propose below a simple
definition of alert score based on the number and degree of seriousness of the quality problems attached to an answer, which can
easily be extended.
Definition 2.5 (Quality Aware Query Semantics). Given a quality
vocabulary Voc = (V , r ), the interpretation [[Q]] G of a quality
aware query Q = (P, prof, qtInterest) over a graph G is the largest
set of pairs (д, sc (д)) such that д ∈ [[P]] G , and sc (д) is a quality
alert score of the form {m : sc (д, m) | m ∈ qtInterest}, recursively
defined as follows (bottom-up computation in the quality profile
tree):
(1) if m is an element of Problems(Voc) then sc (д, m) is
X
hasQualityAnnotation(s, m)
{s | s ∈AnnotatedBy(m)
and s∩д,null graph}

meaning that the quality score cumulates degrees of seriousness of each parts of д to which e is associated with;
(2) else the score of m is a weighted average of its childs ’scores:
P
sc (д, m) is e=(m,v2 ) ∈r w (e) × sc (д, v 2 ), where w is the
weigh defined over e by the profile prof .
Remark: Ordering the answers by quality score means performing
a descendant ordering according to the alert level.
4

Example 2.6. (Continued) Let us consider the quality aware
query Qqt defined in Example 2.4. The answers of Qqt over G,
denoted by [[Qqt ]] G , are the subgraphs д1 , д2 and д3 of Figure 4
with the associated quality scores:
[[Qqt ]] G = {
(д1 , {Completeness : 0.14, Accuracy : 0.7}),
(д2 , {Completeness : 0.84, Accuracy : 0.4}),
(д3 , {Completeness : 0.84, Accuracy : 0.4})}. 
The higher the score is, the higher is the quality alert level for
the answer on the dimension (so the more suspect is the quality of
the answer).

The extension for handling quality aware queries, based on
the approach proposed in Sections 1 and 2, aims at calculating a
quality alert score associated with each answer. This impacts the
algorithm of [18] is several ways: (1) each answer mapping M has
an associated quality alert score that defines a score sc[M, p] for
each element p of the quality taxonomy, (2) the SubgraphSearch
subroutine is modified to include a quality score calculation when
an answer is found (described in Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1: SubgraphSearch additional routine
1
2

Generalizability of the approach. Choosing another score calculation based on the vocabulary hierarchy (unweighted sum, max,
quantifiers, etc) is straightforward. Extending the query syntax in
order to allow regular path expressions on pattern edges is also
trivial as it only impacts the definition of the graph pattern, independently from the quality awareness extension (for the sake of
simplicity, this extension is not presented here but it is discussed
in Section 3).

ALGORITHM AND COST

The cost of a graph pattern query evaluation depends on the form
of the pattern. The data complexity over arbitrary graph pattern
queries (conjunctive regular path queries including regular expressions with variables on edges) is NP-complete [8]. Tractable fragments are based on syntactical restriction of the pattern that either
takes the form of a regular path query (the pattern is only a path
connecting two nodes, defined by a regular expression) or more
generally a conjunctive regular path query (a graph pattern where
each edge is a regular path expression) possibly including specific
navigational capabilities like eg. inverse traversal, nested regular
expressions, or memory registers (see e.g. [8, 9]). For instance, in
the case of a Conjunctive Regular Path Queries (CRPQ) Q, meaning
patterns with variables allowed on nodes, and edges labelled in
REG (E), the cost of the evaluation is of the order |G|O ( |Q |) [24]. If
the considered pattern is a 2RPQ (regular path queries with reverse
traversal) L then the evaluation is in linear time O (|G| · |L|) [8].
We deal here with quality aware query evaluation. In order to
exhibit the additional cost incurred by quality evaluation and to
provide algorithm that guides the implementation of the approach,
we propose an extension of the generic graph pattern evaluation algorithm proposed in [18], which constitutes a common framework
to other state-of-the-art algorithms including GraphQL, QuickSI,
SPath and SwiftIndex (see [18] for the comprehensive list of studied
algorithms). This algorithm is composed of a common skeleton
that invokes subroutines whose implementation is specific to each
of the state-of-the-art algorithms. Originally designed in order to
compare some the existing algorithms, it can also be seen as a uniform vision that allow projecting in each of them. Without giving
all the details of the generic algorithm, we can explain that given
a pattern query Q and a data graph G, the algorithm calculates
[[Q]] G by a trial and error procedure, that recursively constructs
each answer mapping by adding one edge of the answer at a time.

// If M is complete and satisfying

// Initialisation of the quality scores
3
4

Visited ← ∅;
foreach p ∈ Problems(Voc) do sc[M, p] = 0;
// Calculation of the quality scores

5
6

7

3

if |M | = |V (q)|
then
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9

foreach element (node or edge) e of M do
foreach association hasQualityAnnotation(дin , p) s.t.
e ∈ дin and hasQualityAnnotation(дin , p) < Visited
do
sc[M, p] ←
sc[M, p] + hasQualityAnnotation(дin , p);
Visited ←
Visited ∪ {hasQualityAnnotation(дin , p)};
report M and sc;

Finally, when reporting the answer in line 9, the score associated
with each internal element of qtInterest is calculated thanks to a
recursive bottom-up traversal of the quality profile, with a clearly
negligible cost.
The additional cost then consists in calculating, for each subgraph answer, the score associated with each internal element
of qtInterest by a recursive bottom-up traversal of the taxonomy,
whose cost is in O (Σ (д,s ) ∈[[Q ]]G |Nд | + |Eд |) · |Problems(Voc)|)
where Nд (resp. Eд ) is the set of nodes (resp. edges) in the answer
д. Assuming that the width of the taxonomy is smaller than G, this
cost is less than O (|[[Q]] G | · |G| 2 ).
In the case of a CRPQ, this additional cost is highly dominated
by the cost of the evaluation without quality awareness, which
is in |G|O ( |Q |) . If the considered pattern is a 2RPQ then this cost
seems reasonable w.r.t. a non-quality aware evaluation, which is
in O (|G| · |Q |) [8].
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IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Implementation-wise, two architectures may be thought of. A first
one consists in implementing a specific quality aware query evaluation engine. The advantage of this solution is that optimization
techniques implemented directly in the query engine should make
the system very efficient for query processing. The downside is
that quality aware queries may not be evaluated by an independent
engine that does not implement the quality aware functionality.
The second solution, chosen here, consists in using a possibly
distant classical engine, combined with a dedicated add-on layer.
5

Query Qqt awar e with
quality awareness

Answers of Qqt awar e

Compiling module
(query transformation)

Quality score calculation module

Cypher query Q ex t ended

Answers of Q ex t ended

Neo4j
querying

Quality add-on
module layer

Client (user)

Classical Neo4j query
evaluator engine

Figure 5: Architecture of TAMARI
The implementation relies on a query-rewriting derivation mechanism, carried out as a pre-processing and a post-processing steps.
As a proof-of-concept of the proposed approach, the opensource prototype tamari1 (for Quality Alerts Management using
RabbIthole) adds quality awareness to the Cypher language [19] for
querying a Neo4j graph database [3]. tamari implements a quality
add-on layer on top of a classical (non-quality aware) Cypher query
engine, by extending the RabbitHole console [22]. The architecture
of tamari is depicted in Figure 5.
The add-on layer is composed of two modules. A Compiling module transforms the graph pattern Cypher query Qqt awar e into an
extended one Q ex t ended that retrieves all the needed information
not only concerning the answers but also from the user profile,
the quality vocabulary and the association of the vocabulary to
the answers. The extended query is then sent to the (classical)
Neo4j engine. Based on the answers of Q ex t ended , a Quality score
calculation module calculates the quality alert scores associated
with each answer of Qqt awar e 2.
The figure 6 is a screenshot of the tamari graphical user interface, after the evaluation of the running example query, expressed
in the Cypher language, given in Query 1.
1
2
3
4
5
6

qtaware profileId1, Completeness, Accuracy
match
(c)−[l:likes]−>(w1:Book), (w1)−[:author]−>(a1),
(a2)−[:inspired by]−>(a1), (w2)−[:author]−>(a2)
where c.name='Clovis'
return c, w1, a1, a2, w2
Query 1: Quality aware Cypher query (Qqt )

1tamari is available at www-shaman.irisa.fr/tamari.
2Note that, in terms of expressivity, this calculation cannot be expressed in the
extended query. A calculator module is then needed.

For a quality aware graph pattern query (P, pro f , qtInterest ) (see
Definition 2.3), the considered profile pro f and quality elements
of interest qtInterest are defined in a qtaware clause (line 1 in
Query 1) that extends the Cypher language, and the pattern P is
defined according the Cypher syntax in the following of the query
(in lines 2 to 5 in the match/where clauses of Query 1).
The result of the evaluation of Query 1 is given in the upper
frame of the user interface in Figure 6, under the form of a table
that presents three answers (mappings of the query variables to
elements of the data graph). Not surprisingly, the answers appearing in Figure 6 are those given in Example 2.6, with their expected
quality alert score.
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RELATED WORK

On one hand, the literature proposes a large amount of contributions concerning data quality management [11] and more specifically over graph databases [27, 13]. First one has to note that most
existing frameworks propose to attach quality measurements, and
not quality problems, to data. Yet, reasoning in terms of problems
is more intuitive for users and convenient for collaborative quality
assessment in which users may “tag” data with observed quality
problems at usage time. The collaborative evaluation of the quality
in graph data, which implies considering data annotated with quality problems, has only recently been studied. In [5], the authors
propose a framework based on crowdsourcing in order to attach
quality problems, classified by categories, to RDF graph data, but
the querying process of such data is not tackled.
On the other hand, a large amount of contributions have been
proposed in order to introduce preferences in queries [23], but
few works consider preference queries for graph data. Most of the
contributions consider the RDF model [20]. To our knowledge, [15]
is the only contribution that considers preferences over the attributed graph model, based on a pareto order over paths connecting
nodes. None of these works considers data annotated with quality
problems and quality preferences based on it.
6

Figure 6: Screenshot of the TAMARI prototype
Another close work is [21] in which authors define a Cypher
extension that makes it possible to express preferences, based on
fuzzy logic, in graph pattern queries in order to allow a user to
express flexible patterns in the Neo4j Cypher language. In this work,
data does not embed quality information, and quality awareness
of queries is not studied.

6

CONCLUSION

We study the problem of quality awareness in graph databases.
Based on quality annotations that denote quality problems appearing in data subgraphs, and a quality vocabulary, we propose a
notion of quality aware query based on (usage-dependent) quality
profiles defined as specializations of the vocabulary. We extend a
generic state-of-the-art algorithm for introducing quality awareness computation at query evaluation time, and we exhibit the cost
of this extension. We also discuss implementation issues. A prototype implementing the framework in Neo4j supports the proposed
approach.
The present work opens many perspectives, including its generalization to more complex quality vocabularies [11] and the
definition of more complex and flexible quality-based preference
queries [23, 20, 21], for instance considering skyline queries or
fuzzy quality preferences. Experimentations (benchmarking and
users feedback analysis) of such approaches on possibly large
databases have to be performed. The framework is about to be
experimented in the context of digital score libraries [12].
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